
P R Z E D S T A W I A



Day 1

10:00 Start of the fair

10:00 - 11:30 Workshop - Bath salts

11:30 - 11:45 Break between animations

11:45 - 13:15 Workshop - Polish edible oils

13:15 - 13:30 Break between animations

13:30 - 15:00 Modern medicine - modern technologies (VR)

15:00 - 15:15 Break between animations

15:15 - 16:45 Full relaxation among Polish sounds

16:45 - 17:00 Break between animations

17:00 End of the first day of the market



B AT H  S A LT S

To refer to one of the most valuable therapeutic deposits in

Poland, we offer a mini workshop for visitors to the booth on

the production of bath salts based on mud salt.

Anyone willing will be able to make any bath salt based on

mud and Polish oils (sunflower or rapeseed), herbs or

flowers (chamomile, calendula, dandelion, nettle, etc.) and

various essential oils.

The salt will be handed over to the visitor in an aesthetic

plastic box with a screw cap.

In addition, the master of ceremonies and hostesses

participating in the workshop will talk about the health

properties of specific raw materials. There will also be

aesthetic descriptions of all active ingredients of the

resulting salt



It should be remembered that health is not only movement,

treatments and relaxation, but also nutrition. Poland is

a country where you can find many valuable food products.

These include, among others, great oils such as sunflower,

rapeseed, pumpkin seed or linseed oil. Added to this will be

dried herbs such as rosemary, basil and oregano.

The whole is closed in an elegant bottle with a note with the

inscription - "Greetings from Poland", will be a great

souvenir from the fair, which will also be very useful and will

stay with visitors for longer.

POLISH EDIBLE OILS
WITH HERBS



MODERN MEDICINE - MODERN 
TECHNOLOGIES

To emphasize the slogan promoting Poland - "Modern

Western Technology" we suggest setting up a modern

attraction - virtual reality. Thanks to the use of VR

technology, we will present guests with the following

entertainment:

A medical game consisting of a simple medical procedure

- it will refer to modern technologies used in Polish

medicine;

Virtual tour of Polish spa cities and wellness. Guests will

be able to feel as if they were there!



FULL RELAXATION AMONG 
POLISH SOUNDS

To refer also to the slogan you promote "Relax in the

heart of Europe", we offer relaxation sessions for visitors

to the stand. Using the chairs on the stand and high-

quality headphones, we will take visitors to the stand

into the world of beautiful Polish sounds. They will

include: the noise of the Baltic Sea, Polish forests, bison

roaring and nightingale singing.

They will help visitors to move to our country and feel

the relaxation opportunities offered by Polish nature. In

this case, we also refer to the known relaxation method,

which is listening to relaxing music.



Day
2

10:00 Start of the fair

10:00 - 11:30 Workshop - Creams with amber

11:30 - 11:45 Break between animations

11:45 - 13:15 1000 years of tradition of spa treatment

13:15 - 13:30 Break between animations

13:30 - 15:00 Aromatherapy

15:00 - 15:15 Break between animations

15:15 - 16:45 Tasting - Polish teas and honeys

16:45 - 17:00 Break between animations

17:00 End of the first day of the mark



AMBER CREAMS
Amber is one of the most well-known Polish assets in the world. This

stone has not only huge aesthetic, but also health benefits. Amber is

used in cosmetics as a natural antioxidant, which accelerates cellular

reconstruction, improves its metabolism, brightens and regenerates

the skin.

Any eager visitor will be able to easily create a cream that is made

from an amber extract based on coconut oil and oil of Polish origin

(linseed oil, black seed oil, pumpkin seed oil, evening primrose oil, milk

thistle oil) in accordance with this, which one will fit the recipient's

skin.

The made cream will be handed over to the visitor in an aesthetic

plastic box with a screw cap.

In addition, the master of ceremonies and hostesses participating in

the workshop will talk about the health properties of specific raw

materials. There will also be aesthetic descriptions of all active

ingredients of the resulting cream.



1 0 0 0  Y E A R S  O F  T R A D I T I O N  O F  
H E A LT H C A R E

Referring to the round date of the millennium of spa treatment

in Poland, we propose the preparation of a special website on

which we will provide information on Polish spas.

Each guest will be able to choose a category of diseases that

interests him and check in which spas he will be able to treat

them.

In addition, the hostess and master of ceremonies will talk about

the 1000-year tradition of spa resorts in Poland and publish

materials on Polish spa towns with marked ones that should be

visited by a given guest.

The website will be presented to visitors to the stand using

tablets.



A r o m a t h e r a p y

Aromatherapy has been used as an element supporting

treatment for many years. Essential oils and incense are also

close to Eastern culture. Combining these aspects with a Polish

accent, we propose activity that will involve the participants

recognizing the aromas of essential oils, but those originating

in Poland. So it will be, for example: pine, spruce, lilac, juniper,

marjoram, thyme and rosemary oil.

The oils will be presented to visitors on thick papers used in

drugstores to test perfumes. Information on the therapeutic

effects of these oils will also be prepared.

Prizes will be drawn among the people who take part in the

competition.



P O L I S H  T E A  A N D  H O N E Y

Referring to a very important element of eastern culture

which is drinking tea and Polish herbal medicine, which has

been present in the tradition of our country for hundreds of

years, we offer tasting of Polish herbal and fruit teas (lime,

nettle, raspberry, chamomile, wild rose, etc.) and Polish

honey that will be used to sweeten tea or as a delicate snack

in the form of a biscuit with honey.

We will use paper cups to make tea, and use wooden spoons

to apply honey to give it an eco-friendly character.

Tea and honey will also be accompanied by descriptions

about the origin and medicinal values. Everything is

aesthetically pleasing.



Day 3 10:00 Start of the fair

10:00 - 11:30 Workshop - Candles with beeswax

11:30 - 11:45 Break between animations

11:45 - 13:15 Memory

13:15 - 13:30 Break between animations

13:30 - 15:00 Healing salts - inhalation

15:00 - 15:15 Break between animations

15:15 - 16:45 Non-invasive examination

16:45 - 17:00 Break between animations

17:00 End of the first day of the market



Beeswax candles are the healthiest and most natural form

of candles. By adding dried, Polish flowers and various

essential oils to them, it will gain additional aesthetic and

fragrance. In addition, the world is popular in Eastern

culture.

The candles will be made by dissolving the wax in a specially

designed machine, pouring it into a screw jar with

a prepared wick and adding essential oils and herbs. The

prepared jar will be turned off and handed over to the guest

so that he can safely take the candle with him despite the

fact that the wax will dry for several minutes.

BEE WAX CANDLES



M E M O R Y

The memory game will help to convey in a simple, fun and

interesting way elements related to Poland, its spas,

natural deposits and natural treatment. Each of the

images will also be signed to increase the level of

readers' familiarity with the elements presented.

The game will be carried out on tablets and will consist of

randomly changing pairs of pictures.

Prizes will be drawn among the people who take part in

the competition.



Referring to the therapeutic salts found in Poland and their

therapy in the form of inhalations, which takes place, among

others, in Wieliczka, we suggest conducting such therapy

for those willing at your stand.

With the use of a nebulizer and special salt solutions, each

visitor will be able to take care of their airways and sinuses.

For inhalations, special masks will be used, which after each

use will be disinfected with specialized means.

In addition, as an element emphasizing therapy with salt

solutions and decorative, we suggest setting up a salt lamp

stand.

H E A L I N G  S A LT S  - I N H A L AT I O N



Preventive examinations and awareness of one's health are

also part of taking care of health. To promote this aspect, we

also offer a mobile non-invasive test. At the price to choose

from we will present the following tests:

Quantum D 8th generation health analyzer (premium

version) - is a quantum health analyzer, which on the basis

of a hand scan and using bioresonance shows the state of

health of the body. The obtained results relate to the

content of elements in the body and the condition of

internal organs.

Mobile device for measuring hydration of the skin Hydro

Pen. The device measures its hydration by approaching the

surface of the skin. The measurement can be made equally

on the skin of the face and hands.

NON-INVASIVE STUDIES



ATTRACTIONS
ADDITIONAL



MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS

Using the TVs that are on the stand, we suggest preparing the

following multimedia presentations, which will also relate to

issues that you want to convey through the stand:

Achievements of Polish doctors, Polish inventions in the field

of medicine and modern technologies used in Polish hospitals,

Information on Polish natural deposits used in health

therapies,

A map showing Polish spas with a description of each of them

in terms of treatments and diseases they concern. The

presentation will present information about the spa and then

its location on the map of Poland.



HEALTH POLAND MASCOT

The official mascot of the Polish stand will be a beautiful, red

apple. In addition, you can also take a photo with a mascot on the

background of the stand with the help of instax.



D Z I Ę K U J E M Y  Z A  U W A G Ę  
I  Z A P R A S Z A M Y  D O  K O N T A K T U

+ 4 8  5 0 0 1 7 1 5 7 7

karolina.rebzda@foxevents.pl



ZASTRZEŻENIE I NOTA PRAWNA
Zaproponowane założenia koncepcyjne stanowią własność Fox Events oraz Karolina Rebzda

Entertainment w rozumieniu przepisów Kodeksu Cywilnego, do której strona przekazująca zastrzega

poufność, której naruszenia polegające na ujawnieniu, przekazaniu innym osobom, kopiowaniu lub

wykorzystywaniu tych informacji do własnych celów oraz wskazane w art. 721 Kodeksu Cywilnego

upoważniają stronę przekazującą do żądania od strony otrzymującej naprawienia szkody albo wydania

korzyści powstałych z uwagi na naruszenie zakazu, a nadto chroniony jest prawem autorskim.


